
Pic 1 : Soil Order in Historic city Isfahan, Iran. 

Source : Naser Mashhadizade dehaghani’ s archive.

Pic 2 : Soil Order in Historic city Isfahan, Iran. 

Source : Naser Mashhadizade dehaghani’ s archive.
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Historic city:

Lecturer: Eng. Naser Mashhadi Zadeh
Report: Reyhaneh Motallebi

The 17th workshop of new theories 

“Historic city and the cultural, historical 

and natural structure of the city” was 

held at Nazar research lectured by “Mr. 

Naser Mashhadi Zadeh”. On the one hand, 

he considers defects related to urban 

development of historical cities as a result 

of mere body consideration and on the 

other hand he does not believe that life 

in new cities such as Parand and Shahin 

Shahr can respond to spiritual needs of 

human. “mashhadi Zadeh” analysis in 

organization of historic cities indicates that 

the city had an integrated whole previously 

resulted from a process of three cultural, 

historical and natural structures that are not 

addressed in new ways.

Cultural structure is a product of 

exchanging ideas and experiences between 

human and environment. It is a collection 

of values, beliefs, traditions, customs, 

and religious national rituals that leads 

to the appearance of a specific form of 

individual and social life in the community. 

Cultural structure is a result of spiritual 

heritage including: language, accent, 

dressing, customs, rituals, handicrafts and 

traditional arts, writing, sacred elements, 

religion, cultural interaction and social 

communication.

Historical structure is emerged from 

relationships and interaction of human 

and nature influenced by culture and 

considered as a set of space and man-

made elements. Some constitute the main 

body or structure, and some other form 

other peripheral components. Historical 

heritage includes roads, villages, bridges, 

caravanserais, aqueducts, mills, castles, 

towers, gates, waterways, farms, agriculture 

and horticulture, market and economic 

exchange center, neighborhood centers, 

constructing technology (material 

application), materials science, mining, and 

material technology.

Natural structure is a set of elements, 

components, and peripheral natural 

and environmental spaces which have 

influenced dwelling, life and human 

activities as well as his place of living 

and lifestyle. Natural heritage includes 

watershed, river, stream, river, groundwater, 

sea, lake, mountain, mountain peak, ridge, 

valley, geology, faults, scaly, soils, plains, 

vegetation and animals, desert climate, 

rainfall, temperature and humidity.

The historic city as a set of environmental 

architectural and urbanism elements related 

to the activity, dwelling and worshiping of 

its inhabitants within traditional framework 

of land use planning in the context of 

their own (and not relying on technology) 

are formed and developed in the natural 

context in a part of the whole territory 

and beyond the cultural realm. In fact, the 

group of people in a particular environment 

and interaction with nature through their 

dominant culture on behavior leads to 

appearance of settlements physically and 

formation of a specific different subcultures 

like cultural landscapes of Iranian villages: 

Abyaneh and Masouleh villages. In 

Iranian villages and towns a great spiritual 

heritage subcultures are experienced; in 

a village named Varzaneh, women wear 

white chadors and in other village called 

Ejhiyehthey wear floral chadors. Formation 

of such subculture is lies within the natural 

environment of the village, since people 

Varzaneh and Ejhiyeh work on cotton and 

flower fields respectively. Differences in 

dressing and cultivation can be defined 

through scrutiny of organization arose from 

the cultural, historical, natural structures 

and observence these proportions would 

be the the manifestation of the Iranian 

city as a symbol of better thinking, better 

constructing , better living and better 

worshiping (Diagram1) .

Thus establishment of historic city is 

affected by the natural, environmental, 

historic and cultural and economic 

conditions. The historic town has survived 

through many decades in Iran with the 

help of some of its original context, such 

as one or several neighborhoods, and 

even the remaining part of while having a 

whole integrity of streets, grading details, 

architectural houses from six disciplines: 

water, air, soil, plants, holiness and light, 

which are not subject to any interference 

unless their systems have been recognized 

and continued (pic 1 & 2).

Diagram1 : The cultural realm is shaped from human, 

environment and culture interaction.
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